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Regulatory Compliance Storage Solution Based on Microsoft Azure
The cloud has quickly become the preferred option for companies to help reverse
the growing issues associated with ever-expanding on-premises legacy email
archives for regulatory compliance and eDiscovery as well as unstructured file
system storage. For organizations moving to Microsoft Office 365™, migration of
legacy email archives and PSTs is commonly identified as the most challenging
data to move, closely followed by unstructured file system data. However,
moving legacy email archives and other unstructured data carries with it
increased legal risk and regulatory exposure if not done correctly.

Introducing Archive2Azure™

“By using Archive2Azure
we were able to quickly
and compliantly migrate
our unstructured data to
a much lower cost cloud
infrastructure. Now we
have confidence that we
can scale as needed to
retain all of our valuable
data without risking
compliance exposure.”
Tom Gardner, CEO of
Lion’s Tail

Archive2Azure™ is a managed compliance storage solution based on Microsoft
Azure. It is delivered as part of the Archive2Anywhere™ platform and is the
industry’s first solution allowing for complete elimination of legacy email archives
and other low touch or ‘grey’ data including journal folders for regulatory
compliance, inactive employee work files and PSTs, file system content, system
generated data, and data sets generated from eDiscovery response that cannot
be disposed of. With infinite scalability and ultralow costs, Archive2Azure
delivers long-term, secure retention and management. Benefits include:
 Cost-Effective Compliance Storage – Based on affordable Azure
infrastructure, Archive2Azure is offered as a subscription model without
start-up or cancellation fees. No additional hardware is required and the
professional services installation is free of charge.


Real-Time On Demand Indexing – Archive2Azure is fully integrated with
Azure Search and offers search on demand with policy-driven data
scoping.



Native eDiscovery Functionality – Archive2Azure provides a secure,
long-term legal repository with case management, first-pass culling,
tagging, review, and legal production. Integrated with Microsoft’s Power
BI, Archive2Azure offers a scalable eDiscovery platform with integrated
analytics.

Archive2Azure is fully integrated with the Archive2Anywhere migration platform
and provides collection, migration, and long term retention/disposition for
archived and unstructured data for compliance, legal, and business requirements
– all based on the Azure enterprise-grade cloud storage platform. Archive2Azure
is the first complete solution to enable companies to fully move to the cloud by
eliminating legacy email archives (including journal data), free-range PSTs, and
other low-touch unstructured data in a legally defensible manner.
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Key Features









Legacy Archive Elimination: Migrate and store all archive journal data, legal hold data, and inactive mailbox data in a
legally defensible and cost-effective manner.
Compliance Storage: Archive2Azure stores archive content in its original format and provides flexible, fast, and
forensically sound search results. Chain of custody context and data fidelity are fully maintained.
On-Demand Indexing: Incur index related compute and storage costs only when needed and in the manner you choose.
Create custom index templates and target the data subsets you want to search.
Native eDiscovery: Case management, first-pass culling, tagging, review, and legal production is built-in. Integrated
Power BI offers a scalable eDiscovery engine with integrated analytics.
Journal Data Storage: Journal envelope data is preserved with 100% data fidelity.
Legally Defensible Migration: All archive content is preserved completely in its original format with full data fidelity and
chain of custody. Full audit and item-level reporting is included.
Easy Adoption: No additional hardware is required and the professional services installation is free of charge.
Cost-Effective: Based on affordable Azure ‘cool’ storage infrastructure, Archive2Azure is offered as a pay-as-you-go
pricing model with no startup or cancellation fees.

About Archive360
Archive360TM is the market leader in email archive migration software, successfully migrating more than 12 petabytes
of data for more than 500 organizations worldwide since 2012. The company’s flagship product, Archive2AnywhereTM,
is the only solution in the market purpose-built to deliver consistently fast, trouble-free, predictable archive
migrations, with verifiable data fidelity and defensible chain of custody reporting. A global organization, Archive360
delivers its solutions through a network of specialist partners. Archive360 is a Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider and
the Archive2Azure solution is Microsoft Azure Certified.
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